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Product Overview
Viewpoint For Projects is a collaborative project management solution
construction businesses use to improve communications, workflow,
mobility, and decision-making. Designed to connect people, information,
and processes, Viewpoint For Projects can help you save time and money,
improve control, and reduce risk.
Construction businesses in the building, energy, and infrastructure sectors find
Viewpoint For Projects to be an ideal fit. That’s because all team members —
owner, architect, construction manager, engineers, and subcontractors — can
use the collaborative project management solution to achieve streamlined
processes and clear communication.

Features
• NEC3 licenced content
• Mobile Access
• SaaS based – anytime,
anywhere access
• ISO27001 Compliant

Not only can you automate and better control processes, you gain mobile and BIM capabilities to complete
projects faster and more efficiently while connecting field teams with project information wherever they are.
The right software for exceeding project profitability, delivery, and quality expectations, Viewpoint For Projects
is simple and easy to use, quick to deploy, and can deliver tangible returns on your technology investment.
Enhance your field operations with Viewpoint For Field View, a cloud based and off-line mobile solution that
replaces pen and paper in the field for daily logs, snagging lists, safety observations, inspections, defect
management, commissioning and much more.
Preserve the integrity of your projects using Viewpoint For Projects to ensure greater project control and real-time,
accurate information. Because the technology supports tighter collaboration and transparency at every stage of the
project lifecycle, you can be confident that the right information always reaches the right person at the right time.
Avoid missed deadlines and make sure projects are delivered on time with a keen eye on budget. Improve control
and workflow of documents and effectively manage the process to view, revise, route, and audit design files,
drawings, and other documents.

Reasons to Choose Viewpoint For Projects by Viewpoint
Business Intelligence – Access powerful management information anytime to enhance your business
decision making.
Liability/Error Reduction –Reduce your potential for litigation and costly claims to your organisation with full build
audit history, while managing your reputation.
Savings and Competitive Edge – Save time, money, and effort as become more competitive with a real advantage.
Work smarter, not harder – Increase productivity among team members with tools to help them be more efficient,
and so increase output and maximize resources.
Mobile/Accessibility – Support your dispersed workforce with an ‘office’ anywhere they need to carry on working.
Supply Chain Relationship Management – Achieve a truly collaborative partnership with your project stakeholders,
while enhancing expectation and communication at every step.
Peace-of-mind on data security – Never let a disaster hold you back with a solution to keep your business up and
running even if the worst happens.

Project Lifecycle:
When Can We Help You?
• Work Winning
• Design & Construction

Field Management
• Viewpoint For Field View
Capture and share all field data including daily logs,
snagging lists, safety observations, inspections,
defect management and commissioning

• Handover
Supply Chain Management

What Can We Help You Do?
WORK WINNING
Simplify Procurement
• Pre-Qualification

• Visibility of all Contractor and Subcontractor
deliverables
• Work package management and distribution
• Effective RFI & TQ Management

• Bid Management - Preparation of information
upstream/downstream

BIM Management

• Enquiry Management

• Model management and federation

Easy File Sharing/Transfer and Retrieval of Information
• Tendering Documents
• Subcontractors - Pricing packages for work

DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION
Drawing & Document Management
• Ensure all project stakeholders have 24/7 access to
latest project information
• Revision and status control
• Flexible storage and security models
• Access the latest drawings on-site via mobile device
Collaborative review process
• Automated view, mark up, and approval processes
• Flexible workflow management
• Design change management

• BIM in a browser – web-based viewing
• Common data environment – conducive to PAS1192
• Design Responsibility Matrix
• Manage tasks around clash detection
• COBie validation and extraction
• Facilitate Level 2 BIM and PAS1192-2
Construction Design and Management (CDM)
• Health & Safety files/manuals
• Effective planning and risk management

HANDOVER

• Comprehensive archive of all project information
• O & M Manual
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UK Contractors Choose Viewpoint for Better
Project Collaboration
VIEWPOINT FOR PROJECTS DELIVERS ONE SOLUTION
FOR COLLABORATION AND STORAGE
One of the UK’s leading construction companies was juggling between two
systems: one for sharing information and promoting collaboration, the other as a
database for storing project information. Since moving to Viewpoint for Projects,
the business — which has up to 90 live projects at any one time — now has one
comprehensive solution for all of its complex document management needs.
“The key benefit to us? Having one collaborative, filing and archiving system;
with a full audit trail and that can be accessed anywhere, anytime. It also helps
us to manage and monitor the entire design approval process, with online
mark-ups showing in real time, meaning greater efficiency.”
– Ilona Tokarska, Head of Document Control, Bouygues UK

EASY ACCESS FROM ANYWHERE WITH
VIEWPOINT FOR PROJECTS
As one of the UK’s most successful privately owned businesses, the
construction management firm required a centralized location for project
information that could be accessed from around the globe — and chose
Viewpoint For Projects as “the best tool on the market.”
As an enterprise user, templating previous projects gives us a flying start as most
of our project work is similar. I can be anywhere in the world and still get access
to it. For the organisation, it keeps all of our project info in one place.”
– George Mitchell, CDE Manager, McLaren Construction

IMMEDIATELY SYNCHRONISE FIELD AND OFFICE
WITH VIEWPOINT FOR FIELD VIEW
Using PCs and laptops was slowing down the field team at the UK’s
leading independent construction and property services company. After
implementing Viewpoint For Field View, the team finds project information
quickly using tablets, as well as easily can capture, store, and share
photographs and information.
“Site-based staff can capture information and either immediately report it or wait
until they got back into the office. When the project has site-wide Wi-Fi, field users
can synchronise key information immediately — useful when issuing clean-up
notices and other items requiring immediate subcontractor action.”
– David Morris, Construction Manager, Willmott Dixon

What could Viewpoint do for your business? Call today to schedule a demo.
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